’Two-Part Harmony’
SJSU art faculty display their 3-D art in SJSU’s
Gallery I through Dec. 21. Each piece is
different, as all were influenced by different
styles, cultures and experiences. Page 7

A visit from the gods
The Third Annual Mr. Fraternity contest, held
Wednesday by Alpha Omicron Pi sorority,
raised $4,000 for arthritis research. Page 7
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Eating disorders

Aussies beat Spartans

An estimated one in four
Americans, possibly including
many SJSU students, are
overeating, binging and purging,
or starving themselvesThe first
installment of a three-part series
on addictions. Page 8

An exhibition basketball team from Australia
handed SJSU its first loss, 74-71. Page 6

Volleyball team wins 1, loses 1
Ninth-ranked SJSU beat Fullerton State last
Thursday but dropped a game to sixth-ranked
UC Santa Barbara, Saturday. Page 6
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Weather
Increasing cloudiness during the
day and a 20 percent chance of
rain at night.
- - National Weather Service
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Heel, doggy! Spartans make it to Cal Bowl
3 touchdowns
late in first half
lead to 42-7 win
By Paul Wheaton
Daily staff wrirar

Win the California Raisin Bowl--the
Spartan goal nears.
"From day one our goal has been to win
the Cal Bowl," SJSU coach Terry Shea
said. "It was important to distinguish that
this year is not a transition year."
Shea had just been doused with "water
and Gatorade, a real Bowl bath" following
the Spartan romp over rival Fresno State
on Saturday.
An enthusiastic crowd cheered as the
Spanaris won by a score of 42-7. The victory earned the Spartans an invitation to
the California Raisin Bowl and a chance to
realize their goal.
The rambunctious fans, totalling
31,218, composed the largest home crowd
in Spartan Stadium football history. A
scoring flurry late in the first half was witnessed by the standing-room-only rooters.
SJSU scored three touchdowns in the
last minute and 28 seconds of the first half
by causing and capitalizing on Bulldog
mistakes.
With the score tied at 7-7 and two and a
half minutes left in the half, Paul Franklin
intercepted a Bulldog pass at the SJSU 18yard line and returned it 52 yards. One
minute and three seconds later. Leon
Hawthorne scored on a 10-yard run to
capture the lead for the Spartans.
Franklin wasn’t finished delighting the
crowd. however. On Fresno State’s next
play from scrimmage, Franklin intercepted
another pass and returned it 24 yards for a
touchdown.
Fresno State coughed up the football on
See W’IN, page 5
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BIG WEST CHAMPS - Spartan coach Terry Shea
pas a lift oft the field from I aighton Lang, a53. and

Bob Bleisch after KISU crushed F’resno State 42-7
on Saturday. The win gave the Spartans their first

Students keep ‘catscratch’ area
SUBOD rejects proposal to convert room to staff office space
By Angus Klein
Daily staff writer

there’s a battle going on over the Student Union
and the battlefield is the Student Union Board of
lairectors’ meetings.
In recent years the Student Union staff has
increased significantly while the available space in
the building has remained the same, causing a battle
between students and staff for space.
In Tuesday’s SUBOD meeting, those in favor of
preserving lounge space for the students chalked up
a victory when the board shot down a Housing
Committee recommendation to transform a lounge
area in the Student Union to office space.
The proposed transformation of the "catscratch"
area, which is located near the entrance of the music
listening room, would have been a temporary stopgap to the growing problem of insufficient office
space in the Student Union.
When the Event Center opened, the Student
Union staff nearly doubled, forcing SUBOD to
weigh the original idea that the Student Union is for
the student’s convenience against the need to provide adequate office space for the staff.

"I hope you understand that 30,000
students don’t want this change’
--Stephen (;oodman,
A.S, director
The "catscratch" area was formerly a strange configuration of several carpeted levels. The room was
destroyed in a fire June 8 and now, after remodeling,
the room houses a couch and several chairs for stu
dents to relax in.
Stephen Goodman, A.S. director of students
rights and responsibilities, appeared in front of
SUBOD on Tuesday to argue against transforming
the room.
"We all realize that there’s limited space but I feel
the music lounge and this small space (the catscratch
area) are used enough to justify them remaining,"
Goodman said.
"I hope you understand that 311.(10) students don’t
want this change," he added.
See SPACE, page 5

Sammies must face SJSU officials
Editor’s note: Due to a production error, this story did not run in
its entirety on Friday. 71r following
is the complete story.
By Amanda Heien
Daily staff writer

SJSU officials are scheduled this
week to discuss Sigma Alpha Mu
fraternity and its actions while at a
hotel in San Mateo earlier this
month.
"It’s in the process of judicial
review," according to Cohn Clover,
Interfratemity Council president.
The fraternity left rooms at the
Duffey Hotel a mess during the

weekend of Nov. I and hotel officials asked for a $1.000 deposit
from the Alpha Phi sorority when it
scheduled an event at the hotel the
next week.
Clover said that Samniies "don’t
think they’re in the wrong."
Assistant Dean of Student Services Samuel Henry, Greek faculty
adviser Nada Hou.ston and Clover
plan to meet and contemplate ramifications kw the fraternity’s actions.
(lover said the meeting would be
this week but didn’t have an exact
day.
"Hopefully it won’t go to IFC
judiciary." Clover said. The judi-

cial board for the council is composed of representatives from
SJSU’s 13 fraternity houses who
could ultimately decide what to do
about Sigma Alpha Mu, according
to Clover.
Sigma Alpha Mu held its
semester’s pledge dance at the
D alley Hotel Nov. I and caused
the hotel extra cleaning hours in
their rooms, according to Michael
Henderson, Duffey Hotel rooms
division manager.
One of the rooms needed four
people to clean, Henderson said.
See SAMMIES, page 3

ipher

Big West championship in three years and capped
an 8-2-1 regular season. See page 5.

A.S. grills Buerger over fee
imposed on add/drop policy
By Leigh Ann Clifton
Daly staff writer

Members of the Associated Students Board of Directors expressed
their disdain Wednesday for a $20
add/drop fee that has been implemented for spring 1991 registration.
During its meeting, the board
also gave unanimous support to a
resolution asking to drop the fee.
Dan Buerger, executive assistant
to SJSU President Gail Fullerton
and her representative to the board,
answered a barrage of questions
from AS. directors who were upset
about the imposition of this latest
fee on students.
"When you implement a new
system. you have problems."
Buerger said. "You might an well
add this on now and have one more
problem."
Responding heatedly. Layering
said, "It’s not very good administration policy to say that to add one
problem to other problems" is a
good idea
Layering asked Buerger if the
students of SJSU could expect a
response on the request to drop the
policy by next week.
"I don’t know." he said. "Probably not."
Two members of the A.S. board
four members of the Academic
Senate have circulated a resolution
and fliers requesting that the SJSU
administration reconsider the validity of the $211 add/drop fee.
The fee, which will take affect
with spring 1991 registration.
charges students $20 to add or drop
a class during the Class Schedule
Adjustment Period, Jan. 28 to Feb.

15.
"I hope the administration will
have the respect to answer the resolution that we passed today," said
Todd Layering, A.S. director of
academic affairs.
In addition to the A.S. support, a
couple of committees in the Academic Senate have also agreed to
support the resolution. said Stephen
Goodman, AS. director of students
rights and responsibilities. He said
the resolution’s supporters plan to

take the resolution tefore the whole
Academic Senate for approval. oossibly this week.
Goodman said those who organized to protest the fee w:re acting
as individuals, as concerned students. rather than from their official
capacities.
"It’s just the six .af us who have
come together. to take the iniativc.
We came together because we really feel strongly about this.’
See FEE, page 6

A.S. funds exceed past years,
but other departments strapped

whether any of this money
would be used to help other
While many SJSU depart- departments on campus not as
mcnts arc trying to stay afloat fortunate as AS.. A.S. Ptesiand keep from drowning in a dent Ameze Washington said,
"no."
turbulent sea
"We are not here to support
of economic
the university ncr the state el
rcd-ink, the
California," he sad.
Associated
Washington added that the
a
Students has
A.S. is here for students aid that
a cushiony
energies and resources would be
life raft of
used with students’ interests in
sorts:
mind.
$215,946.
The money can be spent on
As of June Jennie Reyes
whatever the A.S. board
A.S.
30,
reported having that amount decides is worthwhile and hem float to SJSU students. When a
available in its general fund
This fund is "substantially proposal to use any of the
larger than in past years." said money is made, the board
makes a decision ekanocratical
Jennie Reyes. A.S. controller,
Addressing a question of
See RUDGET, page 6
By Leigh Ann Clifton

Daily staff writer
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EDITORIAL

Just where are we anyway?
Persian Gulf is nearing
The
war but what is surprising is
that most Americans can’t
locate this region on a map.
It is not just a disgrace but a downright crime Americans don’t care
about where the rest of the world is,
exactly.
This week is National Geography
Week. Despite inundation with facts
and figures about how bad Americans
are at geography, it has not improved
in the least bit.
In a National Geographic Society
survey of people in Europe, and Japan
and the Untied States, ranging in age
from 15-24, the United States finished
dead last. The survey came to the
conclusion that most Americans,
despite our First-World education
system, have as much geographic
knowledge as the citizens of many
Third World countries.
article appeared in the
AnMercury News two weeks
ago about a student and a
professor at SJSU who mailed a
questionnaire out to more than a
dozen colleges around the country.
The questionnaire asked students
what might be found near Silicon
Valley.
College students returned the

survey with San Jose being placed
anywhere from a small town near the
ocean to a city by Mexico. More than
half of the answers stated that the
Silicon Valley was somewhere near
Disneyland. Some of the answers
would have been funny if it wasn’t for
the seriousness of the issue.
According to Dr. Bill Takizawa,
SJSU geographic department
chairman, geography has virtually
disappeared from the curriculum of
students in K-12 grades.
said that because of this
Heand the conversion of school
curriculum to "social studies
programs" instead of individual
subjects like history and geography,
kids are not learning enough about the
world and why it is important.
Current events don’t happen in a
vacuum, they happen somewhere in
this vast world that we live in. It is
not only important to know where
countries or cities are but why they
matter.
So during this week, if you don’t
know where a city is in the news story
you are reading during your Sunday
morning coffee, pick up an atlas or
look at a map. Even if you only learn
one new country of city during this
week, it’s a start.

REPORTER’S FORUM
LORI SINSLEY

Weaving two sides
is as plain as day
It was as plain as day. But I never saw it until now. Earlier this semester, I wrote an
opinion piece about five black men accused of
crimes they committed. So what. So what? I
was distressed because, in my eyes, which
were obviously too narrowly focused, these
men were not the victims they had claimed to
be - victims of the white man’s world.
Now I see differently. Everyone involved
was a victim: the four youths who went
wilding in Central Park; the woman they
attacked and left for dead; and Marion Barry,
who presides as mayor over one of the most
violent cities in the country.
What angered me the most was that these
men, I felt, attempted to trivialize the
seriousness of their actions. In the Central
Park rape case, a group of teenagers nearly
beat a woman to death while sexually
assaulting her. And Marion Barry’s case dealt
a grave blow to the so-called war on drugs
here and in Columbia, where people are dying
trying to fight the cartels that supply drugs to
abusers everywhere. It just didn’t seem right
that they should point fingers.
When I voiced my first opinion. I failed to
thoroughly consider what these men had been
through. I’m starting to glimpse it now.
Spike Lee’s movie "Do the Right Thing"
pulled my blinders off. Watching it, I sensed
from the start that trouble was brewing and,
somehow, someone was going to suffer.
The movie is based in a predominantly
black neighborhood. Toward the end of it, a
fight breaks out between a black boy and the
owner of the local pizzeria. Cops are called to
the scene and the boy dies from probably not too-uncommon police brutality.
Watching a senseless murder take place
before their unbelieving eyes, the remaining

Watching it, I sensed
from the start that
trouble was brewing
and somehow
someone was going to
suffer.
crowd members turn their anger into violence.
destroying the pizzeria
As the joint goes up in flames, I began to
understand how these things take place all the
time.
I never understood it before. I only saw the
side I wanted to see.
Two people. whom I respect and think
highly of, gave me their opinions on what I
had written. One came right out and said the
piece smacked of racism.
The other person planted the idea in my
head to seriously consider that, yes, the
defendants were victims as well. He told me
that by weaving both sides of the story
together. I would have made people think a
little bit more. Ill learned to do that in the
future. I’d become a progressive writer as
opposed to a centrist one. Well. I must thank
him for that idea.
These two friends made me think about
what was really going on. It’s what I’ll strive
to do as a writer. I may not have the answers,
but at least I’m beginning to get the questions
right.
Lori Sin sky

as

a Spartan Daily staff writer.

Making sense of offensive free speech
I wish to express my concern for the
treatment of the SJSU art student in the
paper the last two weeks. Since the
beginning of November, I have seen a
constant stream of criticism concerning
the lynched dummy in the art quad on
Oct. 31, presented as part of a group
project representing "Broken People,
Broken Dreams." Since that day, he has
been accused of racial harassment,
even though he has said that he meant
no harm or offense. In spite of his
claim however, the papers continue to
insist that the incident had racial
overtones.
Yet, what has been the basis for
these accusations? Dark paint, an old
university sweatshirt and a pair of Nike
high-tops. What can the viewing
public make of this?
Surely, the most prominent item was
the use of maroon paint, which made
the visiting high school students
perceive the dummy as black. The
artist stated that the use of paint was
completely random, not intended to
represent racial characteristics. Also,
the entire figure was painted from head
to foot. This was most likely to make it
a part of the rest of the sculpture,
which was also painted in a radical
fashion.
Second, was the use of a
Georgetown University sweatshirt,
supposedly taken as a basketball
player. However, in the editor’s forum.
Nov. 13, the university was described
as "... exclusive, predominantly white
private university . . ." with a ". . .
nationally ranked all-black basketball
team." However, the dummy was not
wearing a basketball uniform, only a
school sweatshirt. The sweater is an
irrelevant detail. The artist said that
the clothing was collected from his
friends and happened to include that
old sweatshirt.
Finally,when I looked at the dummy,
all I saw was a pair of Nike high-tops,
much like the kind I wear, only
somewhat older. Many students on
campus wear high-top sneakers. Take a
look the next time you’re out . . .
high-top sneakers represent nothing.
What criteria can we use to
guarantee that no one is ever offended
again? One extreme measure might be
to prohibit the expression of
"dangerous" ideas, avoid pushing the
norms of society and only display safe
ideas such as god. country and apple
pie. No one has ever been offended by
a bowl of fruit and draped curtains.
God forbid we may learn something
about ourselves, and about each other!
Perhaps different ideas are too

I would rather face an occasional
display of the ugliness of the human
condition ... than go through life
oblivious to things around me.
dangerous, or perhaps the artist’s idea
that people can be discarded, even
forgotten, is too real to be looked at eye
to eye. Personally. I would rather face
an occasional display of the ugliness of
the human condition and try to make a
change, if only within myself, rather
than go through life oblivious to things
around me.
Or an even harder solution might be
in order: to be tolerant of one another.
I’ve yet to see where the true motives
of the artist were willingly
acknowledged for what they were. The
general attitude has been that
regardless of the artist’s meaning, it
was still racially offensive. I fully agree
here, the images were offensive and in
a sense terrifying. The idea that any
human being is so expendable is
disturbing; that a society could turn its

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

The climate of censorship
Editor.
I am ever so relieved to learn from
the pages of your Nov. 13 edition that
Gail Fullerton is setting up a Human
Relations Advisory Board "to
educate and prevent racial and sexual
harassment on campus." President
Fullerton is doing this, your regular
readers will know, because certain
persons, however mistakenly, took
offense at a public display of some
art student’s project.
And about time, too. You know, I
believe that the real reason for the
recent and continuing uproar on this
campus about Shelby Steele’s book,
"The Content of Our Character,"
occurred not because anything he
says in it is untrue, but because quite
a few people were offended by what

he says indeed, the fact that
there might be some truth in what he
says in that book makes his publicly
saying it just that much more
offensive to these people.
Gail Fullerton ends her article by
saying that she expects this new
board not to create "a climate of
censorship." but she should not
with
such
herself
trouble
old-fashioned concerns. As she says
elsewhere in this article, this campus
is our "home," and we are entitled to
feel comfortable in it. Besides, how
can any board possibly hope to
"prevent acts of racial or sexual
harassment" and "find ways to
promote sensitivity to words or other
symbols that may contribute to racial
tension" without creating such a

head and look away from what is going
on. This is how I interpreted the
collective work, and I truly believe that
this is what the artist intended.
I deeply regret that the visiting high
school students had such a horrible
experience on our campus. There is no
excuse for any act being motivated by
hatred.
I sincerely hope that the class and
the artist will soon make a statement
concerning the work they did. We
could all learn from what happened on
our campus. I hope a time will come
soon when the artist will be allowed to
make his statement publicly without
risking himself to the witch hunt
mentality that has followed his actions.
Don Richey is a photojournalism
junior.

climate?
President Fullerton states that the
Board will begin to operate as soon
as she can find persons willing to
serve on it.
Why does she not speed up the
process by appointing only two
members I even have the perfect
two in mind. If she were to appoint
Samuel Henry and William Wilson. I
am sure that everything which did not
offend Sam would offend Bill, and
vice versa. If this were the case.
nothing any of us produced could he
published or otherwise displayed, and
soon we would all stop producing
altogether.
Then we could grow old
peacefully and gracefully; we could
wander idly around the campus day
after day, admiring the landscape and
listening to 2 Live Crew tapes on our
Sony Walkpersons.
Dennis Chaldecott
Professor of English
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Free shots during special clinic

From page
The carpet had to be shampooed
and there was trash and food
everywhere. Also the mirrors were
marked with "soap or whatever,"
according to Henderson.
Alpha Phi sorority had its
pledge dance at the Dunfey Hotel
on Nov. 8 and was required by the
hotel to pay a $1,000 security
deposit. According to Pam
Goguen, Alpha Phi social chairperson, it was because of the damage
and disruption that Sigma Alpha
Mu caused the previous weekend.
The fraternity rented 25 rooms
and six of those needed extra
cleaning, Henderson said.
Possible punishments for the
fraternity are anybody’s guess. It
could be anything or nothing,
according to Clover.
Extremes that Sigma Alpha Mu
might have to face are losing its
pledge dance next semester, or participation in this spring’s Greek
Week, according to Clover. A fine
could also be imposed on the fraternity, he said:
"They could come out
unscathed," Clover said.

Events
and
Ha penings
Free measles, mumps
and rubella immunizations are
available from the Student
Health Services to the SJSU
community during a special clinic next week.
The clinic is scheduled for
Nov. 28 from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. in
the lobby of the Student Health
Services building at the corner of
Ninth and San Carlos streets.
During the clinic, the shots are
free to anyone in the community
that wants them.
Student Health Services regularly offers the shots to students
Monday, Wednesday and Thursday, from 8 am. to 10 a.m. For
more information call (408) 9246120.
A reception to commemorate SJSU’s recently named
associate academic vice president

for undergraduate studies is
scheduled for Tuesday in the
Multicultural Center of the Student Union.
Ray Lou, former director of
SJSU’s Asian American Studies
program, was named associate
academic vice president at the
beginning of the semester.
The reception will also
acknowledge the opening the
Multicultural Center located in
the Pacifica Room on the second
floor of the Student Union.
There will be food, music and
a poeuy reading during the reception, according to organizers. For
more information call (408) 9242518.

A canned food drive
has been scheduled by the Harvest Food Bank for the San Jose
Jammers basketball game Nov.
30 at 7:30 p.m. in the Event Center.
Those donating food will
receive a coupon for $3 off any
Jammers home game in December, according to a press release.

sentences Salcido to death
Miller said. "He’s not insane, but
he a little goofy "

REDWOOD CITY (AP)
Nineteen months after Ramon Salcido slashed his wife and two of
their daughters to death in a winecountry rampage that claimed
seven lives, a jury Friday said he
should die in the gas chamber.
Salcido, 29, reacted with the
same faraway stare he wore
throughout most the trial, his dark
eyes focused but bewildered, as a
Spanish interpreter translated the
jury’s decision.
"He doesn’t know where he
is," defense attorney Marteen

The Washington
Square Credit Union has
restructured its loan program to
make computers more affordable
for students.
SJSU students now can borrow $1500 at 12.5 percent interest or $3500 at 15 percent. with
low monthly payments in a program set specifically for computers from the Spartan Bookstore.
Students can also purchase a
Macintosh Classic computer
from Spartan Bookstore for
under $800.
Eligibility for the loan program
requires a one-time credit union
membership fee of $5 and a minimum savings account deposit of
$25.
For more information call the
credit union at (408) 947-7273,
extension 7516. The credit union
is located at 48 South Seventh
Street.

Salcido’s aloof demeanor and
his lack of remorse before or during the trial, jurors said, played a
significant role in their decision to
give him the death penalty instead
of life in prison without parole.
His attorneys claimed cocaine,
alcohol and jealousy triggered Salcido’s murder spree, in which he
killed his wife, two young daughters, mother-in-law, two sisters-inlaw and his boss.
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Happy Thanksgiving from all
the Spartan Daily "Newsdogs."
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SpartaCuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar available to SJSU student, faculty and
staff organizations at no charge.
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom, Wahlquist Library North
Room 104 and at the Information
Center of the Student Union. The
deadline for entries is 10 a.m. No
phone-in items will be accepted.
TODAY
ICE HOCKEY: Practice and scrimmage,
945 pm Eastridge Ice Arena, call (415)
278-3810
ALERT AND MEChA: Student of color
meeting, 6 pm EOP Tutorial Center, WLC
210, call 924-2518
VOICE. Guest speaker Jerry Weiss of
Power Presentations. 6 pm,HGH 231. call
248-8297
AFRICAN AMERICAN COMMENCEMENT
COMMITTEE: Elections to select officers. 56 p m , Afro-American Building, 4th and San
Carlos Street. call 277-0979

HISPANIC BUSINESS ASSOCIATION:
New time and day for general meeting. 5 30
p m Chican Resource Center, Walwuist
North Library on third floor, call 924-2707

KICK OFF YOUR
THANKSGIVING WEEKEND
WITH OUR FIRST OF
MANY
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JANE’S ADDICTION
SAS JOSE STATE

THEATRE ARTS DEPARTMENT: The mu
sical "Hair half price special, 2 p.m , Main
Theatre call 924-4555

ignition S5 extra

s

$49

CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
CENTER: Co-op orientation 12 30 pm
Costanoan Room in S U call 924-6030

2495

WED, NOV 21st
PURE MODERN DANCING

HONG KONG CLUB: General meeting including membership card pick up and ski tnp
information. 330-430 p.m Engineering
Building Room 189, call 286-5032

( N 0T)

MULTICULTURAL CENTER COMMITTEE:
Multicultural Center reception, 5.30-7 p m
Pacifica Roorn S U , call 924-2518
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VAUD AT PARTICIPATING CENTERS WITH COUPON

STUDENT COMPUTER
SPECIAL

LAMBDA SIGMA GAMMA: Holiday planning meeting 6 D 1,1 BC 707 call 29E1-2549
TUESDAY

can beat this!
No offer
o add -ons Everything you need
stem

CLUB ANIMANIACS: Moyle night 6-10
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Australian basketball team edges Spartans
after trailing by 15 points in second half
By Steve Helmer
Daly stall writer

Km Ky. ttic

Spec-lel to the Daily

SJSU center Robert Dunlap drives to the basket Friday night in the Spartans 74-71 loss to the Illawara Hawks. Dunlap had four points for SJSU.

Late rally shows depth
of young SJSU team
By Shigeru Nishiwaki
Daily staff wider

There is no doubt that the Spartans have the ability to make a
comeback despite losing last Friday night to the Illawara Hawks.
With 2:02 remaining in the
game, the Spartans were trailing
by seven points 70-69. sophomore
guard Terry Cannon scored the
Spartan’s fmal eight points to cut
the Hawks’ lead to 72-71 with 36
seconds to play.
However, his efforts weren’t
enough as the visiting Hawks captured the game 74-71.
Head coach Stan Morrison
attributed the comeback to the
individual efforts of the players.
"Everything that was done at
the last part was improvised,"
Morrison said. "I thought they (the
players) carried out exactly what
we wanted to do."
"I thought Terry Cannon played
very well."
Despite losing the game by just
three points to a much -experienced team, Morrison was not satisfied with result.
"Close might have counted last
year, it doesn’t count this year,"
Morrison said.
"It was a learning experience,"
said Troy Batiste, who had 14
points in the game. "They are
older and more experienced."
Cannon finished the game with
four rebounds and a team-high 16
points, eight of them coming in
the last two minutes.
"I didn’t look to shoot as normally," Cannon said, "but late in
the game, I saw we were down
and I Kok it upon myself to take

’Everything that was
done at the last part
was improvised.’
Stan Morrison,
SJSU coach
some shots to calm the team
On the negative side, the Spartans gave up a 15-point lead early
in the second half. Morrison credited the Hawks’ come back to the
Spartans’ turn vers.
"We turned the ball over 15
times to their eight," he said.
"We rushed shots," Cannon
said. "No one was concentrating
on offense, rebounds were going
long."
"They played like they were
experienced," forward Kevin
Logan said. "They played good
offense because we played bad
defense."
Overall, the players said they
saw much improvement since last
year, when the Spartans went 8-20
in Morrison’s first season.
Friday night’s game was the last
of two exhibition matches. The
Spartans beat High Five America
96-85 last week
"I want it (the game) to have a
positive effect so we can learn
from it, learn from the the film,
make adjustments, and go from
there," Morrison said.
They Spanans will begin their
regular season at Fort Worth, Tex.
on November 26 when they take
on 7b xas Christian University.

If the preseason is supposed to be
a learning experience, then the Spartans’ 74-71 Friday night loss to the
Illawara Hawks in the Event Centet
was successful. If not, then the
SJSU men’s basketball team is in for
along season.
"I want it to have a positive affect,
so we can learn from it," SJSU
coach Stan Morrison said. "We will
learn from the film, make adjustments and go from there."
The Spartans watched a 15-point
lead early in the second half disappear, as SJSU failed to get the ball
inside and the Hawks hit five threepointers.
"We rushed our shots at the end,"
said forward Kevin Logan, who
scored 10 points and blocked two
shots. "They hit some key threepointers. Their big post man was
hurting us inside."
Logan was referring to Hawk center Norman Taylor, who led both
teams with 24 points.
"No one was concentrating on
offense," said guard Terry Cannon,
who led the Spartans’ offense with
16 points, five assists and went
three-for-three from the three-point
range. "Our rebounds were going
long. Adventually your lead will
deminislt"
SJSU started out strong against
Illawara, as forward Michael St.
Julien (10 points) took the opening
tip-off in for the layup. The Spartans lumped out to 12-point lead
with seven minutes remaining in the
first half on freshman center Mike
Brotherton’s 10-foot jump shot.
The Hawks started closing in on
SJSU as the half came to a close, but
at the buzzer, Cannon drove up the
middle for a layup and was fouled,
giving the Spartans a three-point
play and a 40-33 halftime lead.
Unfortunately for SJSU, Cannon’s
free throw was the only time a Spartan would go to the line.
"We got murdered at the free
throw line," Morrison said. "We
were playing poorly on defense.
Their’s was sagging and always in
our face. We were not creating many
problems that needed to be fouled."
"I don’t think their defense is that
good," guard Troy Batiste (14
points, 2 assits) said. "It’s us. We’re
not getting the ball inside and when
we do, we’re missing layups."
Five minutes into the second half.
the Spartans increased their lead to
15 points on a 10-foot basket by
Logan. But on three-pointers by forwards Justin Withers (14 points) and
Patric Fairs (9 points) and a lawn by
Fairs, SJSU found themselves trail-

Men’s Basketball
Illawara Hawks - 74
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ing 63-64.
Morrison called a timeout with
two minutes remaining and SJSU
trailing by six. When the Spartans
went back on the court, three Cannon three-pointers ignited the 1,053
fans as the Spartans pulled to within
One.
But Fairs added a basket for the
Hawks and with four seconds left,

Volleyball team
loses at UCSB
By Edwin Acevedo
Daily staff writer

SANTA BARBARA - Saturday
night was a rough one for SJSU volleyball coach John Corbelli.
The Spartans dropped a 15-12,
15-8, 15-8 contest to Big West rival
UC-Santa Barbara, and he was
understandably feeling a bit down.
"It’s hard to be up after getting your
butt kicked," he said.
It was that kind of night for the
Spartans (21-6, 12-6). After dropping a close first game. SJSU had
taken leads in the next two, but
couldn’t hold on for victory.
The match had potential for being
an all-out struggle between the two
teams. The Spartans, ranked ninth
by the NCAA, had taken the sixthranked Gauchos (29-5, 15-3) to five
games last September before losing
3-2.
But the Spartans had problems
with consistency this time around.
SJSU committed 28 offensive errors
compared with UCSB’s 16. The
Spartans also had seven ball-handling errors, while the Gauchos had
none. Corbelli also blamed poor
passing and blocking for the Spartans’ demise.
Middle blocker Heather McPherson, who had 11 kills and led the
Jim Mohs Special to the Dasly
Spartans with a .364 hitting percentage said, "We go in spurts. It’s sort SJSU middle blocker Leslie Page
spikes
the
ball
during the Spartans’
of been that way all season. We have sweep of Fullerton State on Thursday. SJSU lost in three
games Saturday.
a problem with consistency and not
lead in the first game, four of the
The Spartans opened with a 5-2
letting up."
ationspointsi.coming from Spartan net vio- lead in the second game but offenSJSU will have to improve quicksive mistakes culminated in a 15-8
ly with the first round of the NCAA
After UCSB went ahead 12-5, the defeat.
tournament beginning Nov. 30. CorSpartans began to rally on the
The Gauchos came back after
belli said his team will probably take
strength of kills by Leslie Page, trailing 6-5 in the third game, scoron Long Beach State. SJSU split its Betsy Welch and
Dawnis Wilson, ing seven unanswered points to take
two-game series with Long Beach narrowing the gap
to 12-10.
a 12-6 lead. Page ended SJSU’s
this season.
After a sideout the Spartans corn- scoring drought with a kill to make it
The rematch against the Gauchos muted an error and
hit two net
didn’t begin well for the Spartans. to give the Gauchos the first balls 12-7, but UCSB scored the final
game three points on Spartan errors to
The Gauchos stormed off to a 5-0 15-12.
wrap things up.

By Randy Robertson
Daily staff writer

Four SJSU senior volleyball players were honored Thursday night
before their final home match.
Moments later they teamed up to
crush the Fullerton State Titans 15-3,
15-13, 15-3.
Laura Boone, Heather McPherson, Mary Ann Wagner and Betsy
Welsh received flowers and
applause for their contributions to
the school over the last four years.
Each of them is ranked in the top 11
of at least one Spartan career mark.
"We were all excited about it."
Welsh said. "It felt great."
Welsh didn’t feel so great after the
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match, despite the Spartan victory.
Both she and SJSU coach John Corbelli said the Spartans had a letdown
in the second game. However, neither scented too concerned because

they still won the match.
"We played two real good
games," Corbelli said. "It’s hard to
get up for Fullerton (7-29, 3-14). I
thought we’d do better."
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higher percentage from the threepoint range. We turned the ball over
15 times to their eight. We did not
defend on the post effectively. They
absolutely deserved to win. They
played better. Close doesn’t matter."
The Hawks were 21 of 26 from
the free throw line and SJSU was
one for one. The Spartans conunitted
21 fouls and were striped of the ball
seven times. SJSU did manage to
out rebound Illawara 35 to 30.
"They played like they’re experienced," Logan said. "They played
good offense because we palyed bad
defense. We didn’t talk very much.
We didn’t communicate."
"It’s definitely a learning experience," Batiste said. "They’re older,
more experienced. They push you
around."

Four spikers honored in team’s final home match

SJSU- 71
FO
Julan
2
Logan
5
Broterion 5
Cannon
6
Relate
6
Terrell
1
Allen
1
Scroll
2
Wasburper 2
Crump
0
Gardner
0

’We did not defend on
the post effectively.
They absolutely
deserved to win.’

Logan ended the Spartans’ hope by
walking.
"I think I could have played a lot
better," Logan said. "As a team, we
played bad defense. We missed too
many shots we should have made,
all easy ones."
Morrison said everything the
Spartans did in the last two minutes
was improvised.
"Late in the game I saw we were
down, so I took it upon myself to
take some shots," Cannon said. "I
didn’t take quick shots, so the team
could see it wasn’t necssary to rush
shots."
But despite a strong effort at the
end, SJSU still lost, finishing the
preseason one-and-one.
"Their defense was very sophisticated," Morrison said. "They had a
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Bulldogs tamed in 42-7 loss

5

WIN

Brian Baer - Special to the Daily

SJSU quarterback Ralph Martini threw
214 yards and a touchdown Saturday.

From page I
its next possession and Anthony Washington
recovered the fumble. Four plays later
Hawthorne scored from 3 yards out to gamer
the Spanans a 28-7 halftime lead.
Shea thought the defense got things going,
"I think our total defense helped trigger the
offenie. Our secondary played with team
quickness and didn’t give an inch. I’m really
happy for this team and particularly Paul
Franldin who has paid his dues and can have
his day in the sun now," he said.
The Bulldogs, who had gained over 500
ytuds in their two previous games, were held
to only 255 yards by the NCAA’s 25th
ranked Spartan defense.
The Spartans limited Fresno State’s star
tailback Aaron Craver to 56 yards on 15 carries, well below his average of 105 yards

rushing per game.
"Their defensive backs tackle ui Bic open
field like linebackers," Fresno State coach
Jim Sweeney said. "(Bulldog quarterback)
Mark Barsotti never got protection to do
anything."
The Bulldogs gained over 20 percent of
their second play from
their total yards
scrimmage. Tight end Marty Thompson
took a handoff in what appeared to be a
reverse play, but before he crossed the line of
scrimmage he threw the ball deep down field
to wide receiver Chris Gawley for a 66-yard
gain.
Thompson’s pass set up Fresno State’s
only touchdown and established a 7-0 lead
for the Bulldogs.
On the next Spartan possession, SJSU
quarterback Ralph Martini got hot. He
passed to Maceo Barbosa for 41 yards and
capped off the 85-yard drive with a 23-yard
strike to Gary Charlton. David Bowen con-

Former coach
Gilbert lost in
all the hoopla

ly

By Bill Williamson
Daly stall writer

2
18

it
II

vertecl the extra point kick and the Bulldogs
relinquished their lead.
Early in the second quarter, the Bulldogs
made a field goal, but the Spartans were
called for roughing the kicker. Sweeney
decided to take the points off the board and
accept the penalty. Sweeney’s decision
backfired as the Sian defense held and the
Bulldogs lined up to kick a field goal from
virtually the same spot on the field.
Sweeney, who had been calling special
plays throughout the game, opted to try a
fake field goal. The pass fell incomplete
and the Bulldogs had 7 points where they
once had 10.
With a 21 point halftime lead Shea cautioned his team about the Bulldog third quarter efficiency. The Bulldogs had outscored
opponents by a 91-37 margin.
"Coach Shea was worried we might let
down in the third quarter," Martini said. "It’s
a tribute to our defense to stop them on the
first drive of the second half."
The defense held the Bulldogs scoreless
the entire seconi half and the Spartans
E limed their spot in history.
Many records were broken during the
course of the game. Carney broke the Spartan single season record for carries and
yards. His 296 rushing attempts this season
passeed the previous mark of 286 set by Gerald Wilhite in 1981.
Canley’s 1248 rushing yards this season
sets another record. Johnny Johnson gained
1219 yards in 1988 for the old record.
Colley became first player in NCAA history to average crier 2)0 all-purpose rushing
yards per game wer his career.
The SJSU team tied a record for the most
michdown passes in a season with 27.
SJSU had previously thrown for as many in
1981.
Placekicker David Bowen set the singleseason most consecutive PAT’s record by
kicking 28 in a row this season. The old
record was held by Mike Berg who kicked
26 in a row in 1982.
"I’ve never seen a better team in the conference. I’ve seem some better individual
talent at certain positions but they are a great
team." Sweeney said. "San Jose should get
10,000 fans to come to Fresno. They will be
a great Cal Bowl team."
The Spartans will meet Central Michigan
in the California Raisin Bowl on Dec. 8 in
Fresno.

Dan Ocampo Daily sialT photographe
Spartan defensi, e back Paul Franklin returns his second interception for

touthdossn as linebacker Mike Scialat ha, #46,

celebrates.

Secondary sucks up three Barsotti passes
By Steve Helmer
Daily staff writer

The 42-7 score can be deceiving.
Although the Spartans’ victory over the
Fresno State Bulldogs appears to be an
offensive outburst, it was really the defense
who keyed SJSU’s berth to the California
Raisin Bowl.
"Our defensive football team was outstanding." SJSU coach Terry Shea said.
"They set the tone."
The Spartan defense, led by cornerback
Paul Franklin, held the Bulldogs scoreless
after a touchdown on FSU’s first possession.
And the Spartans still question the credability of that score.
On a trick play, quarterback Mark Barsotti
hit a wide open Chris Gawley for a 66-yard
reception. This set up a three-yard touchdown pass to tailback Aaron Craver.
The Spartans tied the score to end the first
quarter. And once the second quarter began,
it was time for the &NU secondary to take a
toll.
With 2:35 remaining in the first half and
the ball on the Spartans’ 32 -yard line,
Franklin picked off a flarsoni pass and

rctumed it 52 yards. This trigaered a 10yard touchdown run by flyback Leon
Hawthorne and a 14-7 Spartan lead.
"I used my body and it bounced on my
shoulder," Franklin said. "It looked like I
caught it with one hand."
On the Bulldogs next posession. Franklin
was there again. He interecepted Banotti’s
first pass and brought it in 24 yards for the
KM.

"On my second interception I read the
quarterback." he said. "Nobody could have
kept me out of the end/one."
The last SJSU interception for a touchdown came November 11, 1989 against
Utah State. Ironically, it was by Franklin for
24 yards.
"This ow felt better better because it was
in a big game," Franklin said. "Last year’s
felt good because it was my first at San
Jose."
Saturday. Franklin was making his first
start since breaking his arm against Stanford,
when he was clipped from the blind side.
Doctors said it was probable that Franklin
could return, so he kept his hopes high. he
said.
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In he; first game back. Franklin
interception against Fulleton State and last
week against New Mexico State he dropped
two possible interceptions.
Franklin’s arm is not completely healed.
During practice this week, he wore a hard
cast, but replaced it with a soft cast for Saturday:s game.
"I was just glad to be a part of this team."
Franklin said. "It was the last game and my
last chance to get in the end zone."
"He’s the best cornerback in the conference," rover Hesh Colar said. "But he’s been
hurt this year."
In their next possession after the turnover,
FSU did it again. Spartans’ outside linebacker Lyncil Mayo (two sacks), forced a fumble
that was recovered by SJSU rover Anthony
Washington, who brought it into the end
Ullf0fUlalldy for Washington, the fumble occured behind the line of scrimmage
and the touchdown was called back.
"I thought I had a touchdown," Washington said. "I picked it up and was gone. Our
defense played hard all game. We let them
have it. It’s the first time we were fired up

rams
Louisville
Washington
Pacific
UNLV
Stanford
California
Long Beach St
Utah St
Fullerton St
New Mexico St
Loma
Season Totals

Balling

Bactkina

27-82
24-61
31-110
43-253
22-46
23-95
30-169
31-133
21-119
20-72
24-1O
272-1245
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1-12
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As SJSU celebrates its 8-2-1 record and
its upcoming California Raisin Bowl appearance. one part of the Big West champions
has been forgotten.
The Spartans, who have flourished under
new coach Terry Shea this season, are a
team made up entirely of
players recruited by
Claude Gilbert, who was
fired on March 6 of this
year after coaching the
Spartans for six seasons.
Gilbert was dismissed
from the post mainly
because of a personal conflict with former Athletic
Director Randy Hoffman.
Gilbert
who left SJSU in June to
take a similar position at Idaho State UniversityThe public reason given for Gilbert’s firing was his unwillingness to recruit high
school players. Since Gilbert became the
coach at this school in 1984, he had a tradition of signing primarily conununity college
transfers. Only a handful of the current Spartans came into the program straight from
high school.
So Gilbert built this Cal Bowl -bound
team that Shea rernotivated and restored.
And Shea is grateful to his predecessor
for it. "I coached for him and I know Coach
Gilbert is a very special person." said Shea.
who was Gilbert’s offensive coordinator
from 1984 to 1986. "He did a great job here
... I often kick myself for not getting over to
visit him much."
Shea estimates that he has visited Gilbert
three times this season at his office in Tower
Hall. Gilbert works as an alumni fund-raiser,
yet he is looking into other coaching possibilities. Gilbert was unavailable for comment about the 1990 conference champions.
He had said earlier in the season he doesn’t
go to the Spartan games. but he does listen
to each game on the radio.
Although their former coach was nowhere
to be found, several SJSU players took time
after Saturday’s 42-7 dismantling of Fresno
State to reflect on Gilbert’s contributions to
the team.
"My heart goes out for Coach Gilbert: I
have nothing but respect for him," tailback
Sheldon Canley said. "I hated to see what
happened to him. but I’m just glad we got
Coach Shea."
Ralph Martini, who spent two years with
Gilbert. said, "I love and respect Coach
Gilbert. but I think the change was for the
better.
"After last season we were divided. and
Coach Shea saw that," Martini said. "Now
we’re going to the California Bowl."
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Spartan pride
back in style
1;1I \

10 10 WI 1(111\

Attention San Jose community:
Spartan pride is back in vogue.
Saturday at Spartan Stadium
there were lines everywhere, and not
just on the football field. There were
lines to get into the parking lot, lines at
the restrooms and lines at the kegs during the pregame tailgate parties.
In SJSU’s first -ever home football
sellout, none of the 31,218 fans seemed
to mind the lines. Spartan fans had waited a long time for the big game against
Fresno State, so a little more waiting
wouldn’t hurt.
Once the game started, the Spartan
patience paid off. Big time. SJSU didn’t
just beat the Bulldogs, it dominated
them in every aspect of the game. So
now, its off to the California Raisin
Bowl for the Spartans.
"This team was emotionally ready to
play this game all week," SJSU coach
Terry Shea said. "We came to play with
tremendous intensity."
Just two weeks ago Shea publicly
complained about the lack of attendance
at Spartan home games. After drawing
just over 16.000 fans for the season
opener against Louisville, SJSU played
in front of smaller and smaller crowds
as the Big West schedule began.
Saturday was a different story,
though.
Spartan fans came, and they came
early. There were cars backed up for
blocks to get into the parking lots.
Inside the parking lots the fans were
in a panying mood. Sure, there are
always tailgate parties, but this one was
different. This one was for a game that
really meant something.
Aside from the Red Wave of Fresno State fans, the parking lots
were a sea of blue and gold.
There were rallies and cheers and, dare 1
say it, a sense of school community.
For once people stopped complaining
about SJSU and acted as if they were
really proud of it.
"The San Jose community was terrific," Shea said. "It was electrifying to be
down on the field and hear and feel the
crowd."
When the buses arrived carrying the
Fresno State players to the stadium, it
had to pass through a tailgate section.
The buses hadn’t travelled 20 feet
before it was showered with beer and
taunts from the tailgaters. This may not
be the most sophisticated way to show
school spirit, but at least people were
getting enthused for a change.
As the Spartan players walked that
same path to the stadium, they were
greeted by cheers and pats on the shoulder pads. Many players stopped to give
high-fives and bask in their moment of
glory.
A few moments later, SJSU quarterback Ralph Martini and coach Terry
Shea came walking through, seemingly
oblivious to all the commotion. They
were focused on the game at hand.
"He wanted to talk about what we
were going to do and stay focused,"
Martini said.
Martini’s focus was squarely set on
the Bulldog defense, and it showed once
the game began.
The Spartans went out and dominated
Fresno State. The fans were loud
throughout.
-The crowd was tremendous today."
SJSU running back Leon Hawthorne
said. "They were the 12th man. They
were gorgeous."
For once the crowd was able to do
the wave around the stadium without it
dying in the deserted end ,.one sections.
Well, almost all the way around since
the Fresno State fans were not to keen
about taking pan in the celebration with
their team getting blown out.
Spartan fans implored the 5,000 to
6.000 Fresno State fans to take off their
red shirts, to no avail. The Bulldog fans
came with red clothes but left with red
faces.
game as
Krazy George was at the
usual, leading on the fans. This
game, though, he was much
leas a factor since the fans were really
into the game.
When SJSU defensive back Paul
Franklin returned an interception for a
touchdown just before halftime, the
crowd erupted. For thz: firs: :irnc in a
long time (ever?) the crowd was deafening.
Some fans were especially creative.
In reference to Fresno State’s worst loss
of the year, some fans hung a sign that
read "NORTHERN ILLINOIS FAN
CLUB - 73-18."
After the game. the players had to
cross through the crowd to get to the
locker rooms. About 200 Spartan fans
jammed underneath the bleachers to
cheer and taunt.
Young kids with SJSU T-shirts
slapped hands with their new heroes,
and older classmates and fans yelled
"Cal Bowl" as the players filed in.
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Fee
From page 1
Several A.S. directors questioned
the validity of the fee.
"It’s not fair to let students pay
for something that’s unavoidable,"
said Jennie Reyes, A.S. controller.
She said it’s not always possible to
plan for changing work schedules
and other obligations.
The fee was "initiated as a deterrent," Buerger said. "Primarily at
the request of. . .the deans and
department chairs, who are having
trouble scheduling because of enormous misuse of registration," he
said.
Buerger said this misuse caused
some course sections to be closed,
new ones opened, creating a ’management nightmare."
No other California State University campus using a push-button
telephone registration system
charges students an add/drop fee if
they have use the phone system to
register, according to the resolution.
"Based on that argument alone,
SJSU shouldn’t think twice,"
Reyes said.
Gina Sutherst, A.S. director of
student services, said she’s "concerned about the university making
policies and not exactly knowing
the gist" of what may result.
Reyes said she has some suspicions over what the money collected from the fee would be used for.
"Before they said it’s to cover the
Mastercard and Visa" charges,
"now, they say it’s a deterrent.
Which is it?"

From page 1
ly by voting.
Reyes said three sources have
contributed to the significant
increase, "...reverting funds, interest and student fees," Reyes said.
Reverting funds are leftover
monies that are allocated and not
spent butt go back to the account
they were originally taken from.
These leftover monies composed
$101,036, the largest chunk of the
three contributors to the general
fund, said Jean Lenart, A.S. administrative assistant.
Student fees and donations have
provided the A.S. with $76,436.
Increased enrollment is largely
responsible for the increase in student fees.
Earned bank interest added
$25,022 to the A.S accounts as of
June 30, Lenart said. The A.S. has
money at both Bank of the West,
where it earns about five percent
interest, and the University Investment Pool, where it receives 9.1
percent interest.
Since June, the A.S. voted to set
aside some of the money to be used
in specific areas. lbday, less than
half of the original $215.946
remains unallocated, or available
for use at A.S. discretion.
One area provided for is A.S.
special allocations. $55,000 has
been earmarked for this facet of
A.S.
Special allocations receives
requests every week from clubs and
organizations requesting A.S. help

Disc/golf Noto Stqfp(y
DARKROOM
RECEIVE A FREE
LUPE WITH A
$15 PURCHASE
COUPON \
k REQUIRED/
451

SPECIALIST

FILM
PAPER
CHEMISTRY
SUPPLIES

in funding their projects, said
Washington.
Recently, the SJSU volleyball
club, Moss Landing Marine Laboratories, SJSU women’s soccer club
and SJSU men’s waterpolo club
have approached special allocations
for money. Some are successful,
some are not.
Any campus club or organization
recognized by the university can
approach the special allocations
committee with a request for financial aid. Groups seeking aid or
more information should contact
the A.S. office in the Student
Union.
Another area of general fund
monies set aside is the A.S. trust
reserve, which received $91,000.
The trust reserve is another source
of income for A.S., Lenart said. "It
is anticipated income for future
A.S. budgets," she said.
For operating reserve, A.S. has
earmarked $9,000. This reserve is
set up as an emergency fund, to
allow A.S. to operate for a 90 day
period if nerrcsary.
The equipment reserve received
$5,000. This reserve allows A.S. to
purchase new equipment it may
need and to update equipment it
already has.
Another $2,000 went to the revenue sharing plan. During the
spring A.S. general elections, students vote on which club or organization they would like to receive
part of the funds. Each student
who votes can designate $2 to the
club or organization of their
choice.
The Spartan Memorial fund

received $600, Lenart said. This
money will pay for any upkeep the
chapel needs, such as "a new roof
or replacing the carpet," said
Lenart.
Another $2,000 went to the revenue sharing plan. During the
spring A.S. general elections, students vote on which club or organization they would like to receive
part of the funds. Each student
who votes can. designate $2 to the
club or organization of their
choice.
The Spartan Memorial fund
received $600, Lenart said. This
money will pay for any upkeep the
chapel needs, such as "a new roof
or replacing the carpet," said
Lenart.
After subtracting these designations from the general fund, a balance of $53,346 remains, said
Reyes.
Deciding when, where and how
the money will be spent is a important responsibility that the students
of SJSU have charged the
A.s, board with, Washington
said.
"We need to be prudent," he said.
Acknowledging that the fund is
larger than in previous years, he
said "there is no surplus. "There are
more students," so "there are more
fees." he said.
"On one hand it may seem like
we have more money," but "we arc
like any other organization; we all
have funds."
Washington said he feels it’s
important to plan for the future and
"...not just give it away...without
discretion."

SPACE
From page 1
Dean Bau, SJSU dean of student
services, related this issue to the
proposal to raise Student Union
fees by $10 next fall. The fee
increase was debated and sent back
to the Finance Committee minutes
before SUBOD discussed the
"catscratch area" issue.
"The reality of the situation is
that if we don’t have a fee increase,
we’re going to have to take other
services like this from the students," Batt said.
"How can we ask the students to
pay more fees if we’re taking away
a large portion of their space."
asked SUBOD member and A.S.
Director of Student Services Gina

Sutherg.
Student Union Director Ron
Barrett rebutted that "the area in
question is only one half of one
percent of the lounge space in the
Student Union."
The transformation of the room
would have been financed by a
insurance settlement, somewhere
between $8,000 to $9,000, that
SJSU received from the fire. Now
that the proposal has failed, Barrett
said the insurance money will be
integrated into the Student Union’s
general operating budget.
The possibility that another level
could be added to the Student
Union has been mentioned in passing at SUBOD meetings, however,
nothing concrete has been discussed.

Michigan students purest armed campus police
ANN ARBOR, Mich. (AP)
About 150 protesters camped out
on the front lawn of the University
of Michigan’s president after 16
people were arrested tea sit-in
against the school’s plans for an
armed campus police force.
After Thursday’s arrests at the

administration building, the demonstrators camped out overnight on
the lawn of President James Duderstadt’s campus residence. Most .
were gone by daybreak Friday.
"This campus is ours," protest
leader Corey Dolgon told the
crowd early Friday. "We’re not
giving it back."
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Alpha Omicron Pi helps fund arthritis research
By Laura DIMascio
Daily staff writer
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More than 300 cheering girls
and guys packed into Mambo’s to
support the 12 "Greek gods" coinpeting for the title of Mr. Fraternity on Wednesday night.
The Third Annual Mr. Fraternity contest, hosted by KOME disc
jockey Frank Bennett, was part of
Alpha Omicron Pi sorority’s international philanthropy to raise
money for arthritis research grants.
The sold-out event raised more
than $4,000 through a $35 participation fee, T-shirt sales, advertising booklets and admission to the
event said event coordinator Elizabeth Kern.
Presidents of six sororities
judged candidates for Mr. Fraternity based on formal wear, swimsuit and talent competitions.

"The guys were judged on
poise, personality, physique, talent, originality and how comfortable they appear on stage," said
Kerns.
Chris Sutton of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon won the title of Mr. Fraternity 1990. During the talent cornpetition Sutton played two songs
on on electric guitar to an excited
crowd, proclaiming "I can’t read a
lick of music, but I can jam."
Along with Sutton’s strong
showing in the swimsuit competition, an impromptu strip-tease,
which sent the crowd into hysterics
during the talent competition,
helped the SAE walk away with
the title.
Other placing finalists were
Alpha Tau Omega’s Tim McInerny,John Laus of Kappa Sigma and
Phi Gamma Delta’s Darin Kotalik.

win but said he had a great time
anyway.
"I thought it was a lot of fun.
We put a lot of work into it," said
Mclnemy, "I was very disappointed that I didn’t win, but
somebody’s got to win and somebody’s got to lose. There’s always
next year."
Although most of the work and
preparation was done by the candidates themselves, sisters from
Alpha Omicron Pi coached the
guys through the contest.

In the final competition, the candidates gave their interpretations of
formal attire. This ranged from
long black coats with top hats, bow
ties and canes, to TKE Mattson’s
tuxedo jacket, bow tie and briefs.
McInerny wowed the audience
when he sauntered out from behind
a white backdrop sporting a tuxedo
while Madonna’s Vogue played.
He proceeded to dance with accompanying women and charmed
the judges with roses.
Following the talent competition, the four semi-finalists were
announced to the anxious audience. The semi-finalists were then
asked a final question to help determine the winner.
Mclnemy, who was said to have
been neck and neck with Sutton,
was disappointed that he didn’t

The men donned anything from
a shower cap and a towel to a wet
suit during the swimsuit competition. Tau Kappa Epsilon candidate
Tim Mattson came on stage in a
well -stuffed woman’s one-piece
bathing suit and blond wig. ’
Talent, the second part of the
competition, gave the guys a
chance to show their hidden abilities or just make complete fools of
themselves. Doug Allen of Sigma
Nu and one of his brothers dressed
as "Hans and Frans" of "Saturday
Night Live" fame and performed a
rap.
Kotalik stormed on stage
dressed as the Energizer Bunny interrupting a pseudo phone commercial and Laus did impressions
of Casey Kasem, Homer Simpson,
Jack Nicholson and George Bush,
among others.

New chef line
for holiday
meal problems
LA JOLLA, Calif. (AP)
-Having problems with that
holiday meal or worried
about cholesterol and want to
use substitutes without changing the taste of that delectable dinner? Who do you call
for advice?
Your mother? Your father? Your in-laws? A
friend? Stop. Give Chef Jim
Coleman a ring at 619-4504527 and he’ll be more than
happy to answer any of your
culinary queries.
Coleman is the executive
chef of the Sheraton Grande
Torrey Pines hotel in this
seaside resort

"We psyched the guys up, made
sure they had house support and informed them of what our philanthropy is and why it’s important,"
said Tiffany Aragon, coach for
Kappa Sigma. "If it wasn’t for
their help we wouldn’t have our
philanthropy."

’Two-Part Harmony’ combines cultures NBC’s holiday offering
Daily staff writer

An array of styles influenced by
different cultures, the artist’s personal heros and life experiences
are reflected in the works of the
current exhibition in Gallery I of
the Art Building.
The works are the first part of
"Two-Part Harmony," a two-part
exhibition of SJSU art faculty
work devoted to three-dimensional
or spatial art. The show is on display through Dec. 21.
Approximately 12 faculty members contributed to the show which
includes ceramic plates, scenes
made of glass and paint and humorous, colorful sculpture.
Two pieces in the show are from
a series of "Burial Shrouds," by
textiles professor Consuelo Underwood.

and their shapes invite thought.
One piece, titled "Primordial
Dawn," seems to be an organic
fuschia-colored mass of life, just
emerging from the bowels of the
earth. Both pieces are composed of
cast aluminum.
A recent visit to Australia left
Powers impressed with the ruggedness of the landscape. The "honest
simplicity" of the art created by
the Aboriginal people struck Powers. Their work, he said "was not
commercial. Those people have a
deep respect for the earth. They
feel that things that happen to it,
happen to them...I tried to duplicate that spirit."
The second half of "Two-Part
Harmony- is an exhibition of twodimensional works, also done by
SJSU faculty. Part two is scheduled from Dec. 3 to Dec. 13.

earth is their burial shroud."
One shroud is for Emiliano Zapata, a Zapotec Indian, wellknown for his role in the Mexican
Revolution.The bright red shroud
with gold threads running through
it, is woven from cotton, linen and
wire fibers.
One image woven into the
shroud is that of Mitlante Cuchli,
the Mexican god of the underworld. in the upper left corner of
the shroud, because "all Mexicans
know death is over your left shoulder." said Underwood. Another
image, is that of the Virgin de
Guadalupe, she said. "The only
feminine deity that is also political.
Two of the sculpture pieces in
the show, created by Harry Powers, demand the eyes attention. Luminescent, metallic shades of fuschia and bright blue are striking,

By Leigh Ann Clifton

The series is
represented by two
woven shrouds, . . .
the size of an adult.
Underwood said the series was
created as sort of an homage to
many of her personal hems. The
series is represented by two woven
shrouds, about the size of an adult
person.
When a person is born, she explained, "the first thing we do is
put cloth, a diaper, on them. All
through life they put cloth on
you." Then, when you die, she
said, "the last cloth they have on

TV yeller Morton Downey Jr.,
briefly loose as a lech who is hot
for Max’s widow (Moore). He
vomits into the bushes not once but
twice when she says no dice.
That is offbeat. But look at it
this way: The script is by Steve Zacharias and Jeff Buhai, whose previous biggie was "Revenge of the
Nerds."
On the bright side, the show includes a cameo appearance by
Sonny Bono. who once sang half
of "I Got You, Babe."
And it’s actually fitfully funny.
This is largely because of the
valiantly deft direction by Gino
Tanasescu and wonderful comic
turns, first by Curtis, then by Joe
Bologna as Ned Monk, a ruthless
billionaire once engaged to the
widow Schloss.

NEW YORK (AP) - It’s easy
to tell when a TV movie is written
in Los Angeles. At times of crisis,
the characters say things like, "I
can’t believe this is happening!"
Or, "This isn’t happening!"
Indeed,
in
"Thanksgiving
Day," airing tonight on NBC,
Mary Tyler Moore plays a freshly
minted widow who gets grossed
out by her oldest son’s tasteless eulogy and mutters: "Is this really
happening?"
It is. It is part of what NBC calls
an "offbeat" black comedy in
which Max Schloss (Tony Curtis),
a wealthy maker of industrial
gloves in Detroit, dies at Thanksgiving dinner, his head falling into
the turkey he’s carving.
This causes hunger, mourning
and later crises that include veteran
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from coming in.
Daly said they had a patient last
week that "scheduled five times.
She never shows up, we call her to
confirm and she says ’yeah. I’ll be
there’ and then doesn’t come in."

Waisting away

Latta described the average anorexic or bulimic as "athletic and
bright," from "middle-class competitive families." Cox agreed
with that assessment and said anorexics, especially, tend to be overachievers.
They "carry 19 units, work 30
hours a week and pull all-nighters
every night," she said. They’re
"trying to do too much."
Individuals are often afraid or
embarrassed to seek out treatment,
Latta said, because there is a "certain onus or stigma" attached. It is
"very unfortunate," he said.
Though there are students at
SJSU battling with these problems
now, the medical and health professionals spoken to said they
knew of no one who would he willing to share their experiences. this
thought was echoed throughout the
community.

r

For many it’s a very emotional
and difficult issue to come to terms
with, Cox said.
They are reluctant to share the
nature of their problem with the
public, or even family or friends.
because of the stigma attached to
the problem.
Even when help is sought, Cox
said, it takes time to overcome.
"There is not a general panacea."
Counseling therapy and health care
must be "tailored individually"
according to a person’s needs, she
said.
In her capacity as SJSU nutritionist, Cox said she sees more students suffering from bulimia,
rather than anorexia.

/

Raul Dominguez - Spartan Daily

Eating disorders take their toll;
many shy away from seeking help
By Leigh Ann Clifton

Daily staff writer

Self-induced starvation to the
point of possible heart failure and
death is one extreme. Consuming
large amounts of foods, in seeming
enjoyment, only to run quickly to
the nearest toilet to purposely
vomit it up, is another.
For those consumed by it, it may
he one of the biggest and yet, most
secretive, parts of their lives.
One out of every three or four
Americans suffer from eating disurders, said Joan Cirone. nursing
supervisor at California State Polytechnic University at San Luis
Obispo’s student health servies.
Compulsive overeating is the
most common, with obesity affecting 20 to 30 percent of Americans,
according to Robert Latta, M.D.,
associate director of SJSU student
health services, while anorexia
nervosa and bulimarexia affect
many other people.
SJSU students with eating disorders can find help at counseling
services. Latta said.
SJSU Counselor Kent McLaughlin. said anorexia, self-induced starvation and bulimia, a
hinge-purge process, have come
into vogue with "body consciousness"
and
"the
health
movement.’
McLaughlin said he saw more
students for eating disorders three
or four years ago than today. Now
eating disorders are "out of
vogue," he said. "There is still a
prevalence, hut we’re just not
hearing about it as much."
But the eating disorder problem
is far from over, according to
SJSU Nutritionist Elizabeth Cox.
Cox said she usually sees between
two to five students a month for

eating disorders.
Women compose the majority of
those battling eating disorders,
Latta said. For every ten people
with an eating disorder, nine are
female and one is male.
It isn’t always easy to identify
their problem. he said, because
students won’t always tell you they
have a problem.
"You have to ask the right questions. Looking at the larger picture, it may become evident" that
you’re dealing with someone with
an eating disorder. Latta said.
Both anorexia and bulimia start
with underlying psychological
problems, according to Lana.
These can be caused by family environment or feelings of inadequacy, Cox said.
The symptoms can easily get
"out-of-control" and leave a person with severe physiological
symptoms. Latta said.
For anorexia this can include
dry, scaly skin, hair loss, brittle
and misshapen fingernails and
weight loss, according to information from the Turning Point Women’s Center in San Jose.
The longer the disorder continues, the greater the threat to the
heart, which becomes considerably
weakened. This can cause a potas
sium deficiency and heart failure.
and can he fatal.
Anorexics, Latta said, have an
"unrealistic" outlook and a "deficiency in the way they see themselves."
Latta recalled a young woman
he treated several years ago. "She
was about 17 or 18. She came in
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Bulimia is characterized by consuming a large amount of high-calorie food in a short period of time.
This constitutes the "binging" aspect. This is followed by a "purging" cycle that can include self-induced vomiting, taking laxatives
or fasting. Cox said.

The possible consequences of
bulimic behavior are "tears in the
stomach and/or esophagus, sore
for a physical. She was emaciated. throats, lesions or scarring on the
This person was five foot eight and throat lining or mouth and diarrhea
weighed 80 pounds." The woman, or constipation," according to the
he said, was anorexic.
Turning Point Women’s Center.
Health educator Oscar Battle Jr.
When treating a patient, Cox
said that health services is unsure
exactly how extensive the problem said she initially talks to the person
is on campus, but they say that and tries to get to the problem unthere is definitely a demand for in- derlying the bulimic behavior.
formation on eating disorders.
She said she teaches them about
For instance, Battle said that the
sororities occassionally "want diet and nutrition, and wants stusomeone to come over and give a dents to be aware of what good nupresentation" on eating disorders. trition is and how important it is t,
"So you know there’s a need or in- stay healthy.
terest, but you don’t know who or
Cox said anorexia and bulinii.i
how many."
are both difficult to treat and
At Humboldt State University, usually require several counseling
seeing students for eating disorders sessions. Group counseling can be
is not uncommon, said Marsha especially effective.
Daly, medical secretary.
"We see probably one every
Currently neither health services
two weeks," she said. For some, nor couseling offers any organized
however, the tug between wanting group counseling for students with
help and the fear of having their eating disorders, though individual
problem discovered keeps them sessions are available.
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